
If you are reading this, you are more clever and take more time to look than most of the 

people who just skim over this site. I hope you value the observant, the curious, those who dig deeper 

and read between the lines. I think you do, after all, you are one of those people, that’s how you ended 

up here. I am one of those people too and think you and I should talk. Until then, remember that fantasy

I said I was working on? Well here’s a scene from it. It’s just a little piece and the book is far from 

finished, but I would love to know what you think. 

Getting Dressed

Charra stepped into the tent and set about getting ready. She walked over to the chest by her

cot, opened it, and pulled out clothes. Once, she had owned very few clothes. Clothes were tools, things

that she wore to be decent or to be warm. They were practical things that she wore out of need, not out 

of want. Charra had never cared for clothes or concerned herself with how she looked. 

Now, though, she had to look the part. Syera was a princess. A rightful empress. A rebel. A 

soldier. If Charra was going to be Syera, she had to walk like Syera, talk like Syera, eat like Syera, 

fight like Syera, and yes, dress like Syera. Clothes were tools, things she wore to make herself look 

taller, taunter, lither. They were ostentatious things she wore out of pomp and circumstance. Syera had 

always been dressed by her station. She always looked awe-inspiring. Sometimes she looked beautiful, 

others intimidating, but always awe-inspiring. So, then, must Charra. 

Which was why in the past few months she had accumulated a massive and pretentious 

wardrobe She now owned dresses and gowns, fatigues and full suits of armor, heels and boots. Scarves,

gloves, masks, helmets, hats, socks, belts, purses, backpacks, wallets, rings, necklaces. Bras and sports 

bras. Bobby pins and hair ties. Trousers, pants, capris, shorts, skirts, tops, bottoms, shirts, blouses, 

coats, jackets. She had solids and stripes, polka dots, plaids, and all manner of patterns. She had dull 

colors and bright ones. Camouflage and brass buttons. Charra had all the props and pieces to make 

herself look like a queen or a general or a thief. Sometimes she liked playing dress up. It was fun to be 

the glamorous and glorious Syera. Other times it was a chore and she wished she could just slip back 



into her old worn and gray poncho and disappear into the night.

But if she wanted the world to be a better place, for the moons to rise over a world where 

segam and Draug and human and amphid were equal before the eyes of gods and men, she would have 

to put on her costumes and a brave face. So Charra set about picking the outfit that she would wear as 

Syera to the meeting with L’neerag. She needed to look beautiful, but not dainty. She needed to look 

powerful, but not overbearing. 

She put on the black long sleeves and leggings one wore under armor. Armor itself would 

not give the right impression, so instead she topped herself with a military tunic, gray, not the faded 

gray of her poncho but a dark and uniform gray. Around her waist she wore a kappa, a sort of military 

skirt cut so it would not interfere with riding and so it could be wore with swords. It was the same gray 

as her tunic. With it she wore a belt, a large one that was meant to be visible and again be worn with 

weapons. For shoes she went with tight, knee-high leather boots, polished black to the point one could 

see their reflection in them if they wanted. Around her neck hung the chain from which her cape was 

draped. It was typical of the Will to wear a cape, in flight they were impressive in their fluttering 

impracticality. Charra would not be flying, but if she was going as one of the Will she should wear a 

cape all the same. The cape was dark, darker than the tunic, though not nearly dark enough to be called 

black. 

Her hair was shorter now than when she had first begun this farce. She had cut it--and 

Syera had grown her own hair out--so the two met in the middle with a uniform length. Though it was 

the same length, and of course with Charra’s skinshift the same color, it was not the same texture and 

to compare the two side by side it would be obvious. Syera’s hair was soft and smooth, well-kept and 

now that it had some length to it, well combed. Charra, now that she was playing the part, washed and 

combed her hair regularly as well. But the years of abuse and genetics meant that even still her hair was

coarser and frayed and far from princess-like. Charra had learned that the best way to hide the hair 

issue was to make it look like the hair was style it out of the way. She wore it to one side, to the right, 



always to the right so Syera--a southpaw--would have her sword arm unimpeded by hair. Charra herself

was right-handed, so the hair hung heavy over her right shoulder, but then to call her dominant hand 

her sword hand would be hyperbolic anyway. To hide the texture, the hair was braided and pulled tight.

Wearing it to the side was better than tying it back, but it still pulled on Charra’s head uncomfortably. 

Syera did not wear makeup. In the field, it was impractical; in court it was unneeded. Syera 

always looked gorgeous without a speck of makeup. Charra was not so blessed and of course even if 

she was, she was not a luyten. Her skinshift gave her the correct color, but to complete the look 

required a few layers of cosmetics, especially around the lips and eyes, least someone recognize her for

as a skinshifted elpoep. 

Having now dressed, she considered her accessories. Syera’s weapon of choice was a 

sword of the Will, as befit her rank and birth. Charra had such a sword, or rather, a convincing replica. 

Convincing in appearance, though if it ever crossed blades with a real sword of the Will it would no 

doubt shatter. The replica was not particularly heavy, but it was long and cumbersome and, after 

modeling it on her hip, her right hip, to draw from the left, Charra decided against it. With her hair it 

made her look unbalanced, plus it might seem to aggressive for this meeting. She briefly considered 

her weapons of choice, a pair of daggers. But there was nowhere in the outfit to hide them and no 

logical explanation for why one of the Will would choose to brandish such lowly arms. Of course, she 

would not go unarmed. So, like always, she hid a skin of oil in the small of her back. With the cape, it 

was completely unseen. With oil she had her Fire. As long as she could burn, she was safe. 

Charra stood before the floor length mirror and carefully considered herself. She was 

wearing an outfit that was far to showy and impractical for a battlefield, and not nearly showy enough 

for a ballroom. It was just the level of military and political formality she was going for with this 

meeting. 

She stepped out of her tent and was met by her honor guard. Fitz, his long and lanky frame 

looking bulkier than it really was in the pseudo armor he wore, Liam, beautiful Liam, in his long coat 



and sash, Andrew, his sword of the Will looking deadly and decidedly not a replica. And of course, 

Syera herself. She wore boots, far lower cut than Charra’s, dirty and worn. Her clothes were simple 

robes, brown once, though now faded. At a glance, one might assume they were faded with age and 

use, but the truth was they were faded with repeated washings to simulate years of wear. Her hair, at 

first glance, seemed an unkempt mess. But of course, it was really delicately styled and placed to give 

the appearance of being unkempt. It was at least braided in a way not dissimilar from Charra’s, and, 

combined with her oversized hood, did a fair job of obscuring her face. Which was good, because she 

still wore no makeup and, though she was dirty and looked tired, she was still unmistakably a luyten. 

Syera wore no weapons either. Like Charra, she would have her Fire. Unlike Charra, she didn’t need a 

hidden skin of oil. Syera could burn at will. When Charra walked to the center of her honor guard, one 

last difference became even more readily apparent. The real Syera was easily a head taller than Charra. 

But L’neerag had never met or seen Syera, so the trick would work, as it had worked for 

months now. Charra and Syera were both getting better at the game. With a false sense of authority, 

Charra led her group towards the waiting transport. With a real sense of power, Syera followed. 


